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Beauty could still delight In her existence, for as yet there
was neither penal code nor guardian of public morals.
With the recognition of the psychological fact that
living' beauty unfolds her golden splendour only when
soaring above a reality of gloom, torment, and squalor,
Schiller's particular aim is undermined; for he had
undertaken to prove that what was separated would be
reconciled by the vision, enjoyment, and creation of the
beautiful. Beauty was to be the mediator which should
restore the primal unity of human nature. But, neverthe-
less, all experience goes to show that beauty needs her
opposite as a necessary condition of her existence,
As before it was the poet, it is now the thinker that
possesses Schiller; he mistrusts beauty, he even holds it
possible, arguing from experience, that she may exercise
an unfavourable influence: "Wherever we turn our eyes
into the world of the past, we find taste and freedom
fleeing one another, and beauty establishing her sovereignty
only upon the ruins of the heroic virtues? This insight,
which is the product of experience, can hardly sustain
the claim that Schiller makes for beauty. In the further
pursuit of his theme he even reaches a point where he
abstracts • the reverse of beauty with an all too enviable
clarity: " Thus, if one's view about the effect of beauty is
entirely influenced by what one learns from all bygone
experience, one cannot be greatly encouraged in the work
of educating feelings which prove to be so dangerous to the
true culture of man ; and, in spite of the danger of crudity
and hardness, man is wiser to forego the softening power
of beauty than, with every advantage of refinement, to be
delivered over to her enervating influence,"
The matter between the poet and the thinker would
surely allow of adjustment if the thinker took the words
of the poet not literally but symbolically, which is how
the tongue of the poet desires to be understood. Can

